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Feature Article

I suggest that librarians have a potential role in artificial 
intelligence (AI) because of the relevance of our exist-
ing skills and values to data and because data is the 
foundation of AI. 
The current conceptualisation of Artificial Intelligence 
is based on training algorithms with data, in the case 
of large language models (LLMs) like GPT, very large 
amounts of data. It is not by chance that our era of AI 
follows the decade of big data. It is partly Google’s and 
Microsoft’s access to massive amounts of data that en-
able them to do clever things with AI. 
Equally, when we understand the importance of data 
we better understand some of the problems of AI. For 
example, we do not know exactly what data was used 
to train ChatGPT which makes it harder to fully un-
derstand its operations. What we do know about the 
data sources used, we have an explanation why there 
is so much bias in its outputs (1). Because ChatGPT 
was trained on material from the Internet and sites like 
reddit, it reflects many of the biases and stereotypes 
propagated in those spaces. Another data problem is 
that the harvesting process for data to train AI was 
under a claim of fair use, but the legality of this is in 
question. A number of copyright holders are suing 

OpenAI over their alleged use of copyright material 
without permission. The new EU legislation also re-
quires a clear statement of what training data was used 
to train AI services.  
 
The hunt for data 
Such concerns around data ownership and data quality 
are an increasingly important aspect of how AI is de-
veloping. CBInsights report that one of the key trends 
for generative AI in 2024 is that “We are running out 
of high-quality data to train LLMs” (2).  A recent Ave-
Point report suggested that many organisations are 
keen to exploit AI, but are finding data quality a barrier 
(3). The search for high quality data also explains the 
news that OpenAI recently signed a content deal with 
the Financial Times (4). They have similar deals with 
Associated Press, Axel Springer, and Le Monde. 
Google has signed a deal with the Wall Street Journal. 
The data centric nature of AI opens up one avenue by 
which libraries might be involved in AI development: 
through the use of the high quality material in library 
collections as training data. Data in the context of AI 
can be structured, quantitative data, but could also be 
text (including publications), sounds, images, anything 
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that has been made machine readable.  The term col-
lections as data has been coined to think about library 
collections as machine readable data, rather than pri-
marily for humans to read. The Vancouver statement 
on collections as data, which lays out principles for eth-
ical use of collections as data is highly relevant to AI 
(5). Meanwhile the availability of open data may be key 
to blocking the tendency of big Tech companies to con-
trol the direction of AI development. Advocacy for 
open science including open data is highly relevant as 
a result (6). 
 
Data skills 
And that leads us to another dimension of AI’s data-
centrism that opens up possibilities for librarians, in-
cluding health librarians: the importance of data skills. 
I would argue that many of the key skills and values of 
the information professional are highly relevant to 
management and use of data in such contexts as ma-
chine learning and AI. These competencies could be 
very helpful in supporting data scientists within organ-
isations like the NHS, as well as the growing number 
of researchers in all disciplines who want to use AI 
based research techniques. 
Here are some of the relevant skills and values: 
- Data search expertise. Many funders expect re-

searchers to undertake a data search prior to com-
mencing research. Indeed, a data search should be 
part of any literature review. Yet, searching for data 
sources remains hard in a fragmented data land-
scape. Librarians are good at search. We can sup-
port data scientists to uncover valuable data 
sources. 

- Understanding data provenance. Using data for any 
purpose, including AI, is fraught with problems if 
there is not a good understanding of how and why 
it was produced and how far it is a valid form of 
data for a proposed analysis or other use. Again, 
this is where, as information professionals, we can 
play a role in informing the use of data. 

- Copyright knowledge. Expertise in IPR is highly rel-
evant to understanding how data can be used. Re-
searchers often turn to the library to understand 
copyright better. 

- Belief in data sharing and standards-based description. 
It is second nature for information professionals to 
promote the sharing of information and the use 

standards in describing information to ensure that 
it can be found.  The FAIR principles encapsulate 
this perspective. But not every researcher thinks like 
this. Librarians offer a distinctive contribution to 
the data ecosystem in promoting open data and 
data sharing more generally. 

- Expertise on preservation/ disposition. Retention or de-
struction of data is an important, e.g. to comply 
with GDPR. Again, these are areas where our pro-
fession has long had expertise. 

- Strong stance on data ethics. Our core professional 
values and ethical principles are relevant to data and 
AI. Our values include emphasis on equal access to 
information, avoidance of bias and misinformation, 
protection of confidentiality and support to intel-
lectual property rights. Such guiding principles are 
highly relevant to data stewardship and AI. 

- Desire to promote data and AI literacy. Our commit-
ments access to information imply promoting liter-
acy. In the AI context this includes data literacy, as 
an essential component of AI literacy (7). 

In short, all these aspects of data stewardship are a 
strong match to librarians’ skills and values. As a pro-
fession we talk a lot about “knowledge and informa-
tion”, “the evidence” and “the literature”. We perhaps 
do not use the language of "data" enough. We may 
need to translate some of our skills to operate in a data 
world. But it is clear that our information skills are 
highly relevant to data stewardship and so to AI. 
There are many other ways AI will touch information 
work (8), such as: through using generative AI for pro-
fessional tasks, e.g. summarisation; through chatbot 
services to users; and in roles supporting users to pick 
from the plethora of generative AI-based tools for tasks 
such as search (9). So, there is a lot to do in terms of 
adjusting our professional skills, thinking and language 
for an AI world. But this paper argues strongly that 
translating our information management skills and val-
ues to the data centric world of AI would be a really 
positive path for the profession. 
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